F E A T U R E D

T O U R

NOSTALGIC JAPAN TOUR
Daily departures January-December 2020
From $5,090 per person

TOUR DESCRIPTION
Introduction:

Highlights:

Departure Date
Daily departures Jan-Dec 2020
Period:
8-DAYS
Price:
From $5,090
* Price per person Twin Share
* Subject to exchange rate

This tour takes you to the scenic Japanese Alps to
visit Takayama, an elegant city of craftsman famed
for its streets lined with old merchant shops and sake
breweries. You will also visit Shirakawago, a
UNESCO World Heritage site, and Kanazawa, a
charming old castle town, famous for its cultural
heritage and the beautiful Kenrokuen garden.

Inclusion
- Choice of Standard, Superior or Deluxe style
accommodation
- 6 nights hotel accommodation & 1 night in Minshuku
- Dinner and breakfast at Shirakawago Minshuku
- Private Guide for Days 2-7, English speaking
assistant at Airport for Day 1
- Choice of Tours for Tokyo & Kyoto
- Transport - Shinkansen, local trains & bus
- Luggage transfer Tokyo – Kyoto (1 item per person)
Non Inclusions
- Airfares to and from Japan
- Meals unless stated

Guided sightseeing of the highlights in
Tokyo
Bullet train ride through the spectacular
Japan Alps region
Experience staying in small traditional
Japanese inn
Sightseeing in ancient samurai city of
Kanazawa
Explore Kyoto the ancient capital at leisure
with English Speaking Guide
Flexible sightseeing itineraries offered
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ITINERARY

Day 1: Tokyo
Arrive at Narita or Haneda. You will be met by a n English speaking assistant
and helped to board an airport bus. Transfer to hotel by bus.

Day 2: Tokyo
Guided sightseeing in Tokyo (9:00 - 17:00) using public transport. you can
select your own itineray, see suggested routes on the list.
Route 1 "Tokyo Down Town"
Tokyo National Museum - Ameyoko Market - Asakusa Kannon Temple Sumida River Cruise - Hamarikyu Garden and teabreak - Ginza Shopping
Street
Route 2 "Tokyo Center West"
Meiji Shrine - Shopping in Omotesando - Ota Ukiyoe Museum - Observatory of
Tokyo Government Office - Kabuki-cho Area
Route 3 "Old Edo and Tokyo Bay Area
Edo Tokyo Museum - Imperial Palace Plaze - Tokyo Bay Area "Yurikamome"
Ride
* Additional options are available, please inquire us

Day 3: Tokyo - Takayama
Your main suitcase will be transferred directly from Tokyo to Kyoto.(1 item per
person) Please leave your main suitcase with the porter / bell desk by 7:30 AM.
You will need to keep with you the luggage that you need for your nights in
Takayama, Shirakawago and Kanazawa. Transfer to Takayama with your
guide. Tokyo to Nagoya by bullet train, Nagoya to Takayama by express train.
Seeing in Takayama using public transport. Yatai kaikan / Jinya House /
Kusakabe Folk Museum.

ITINERARY

Day 4: Takayama - Shirakawago
Transfer to Shirakawago by local bus with your guide. Sightseeing in
Shirakawago hamlet. Nagase House / Minka-en
Stay overnight at a Minshuku (small traditional Japanese house) in
Shirakawago. (Private bathroom, towel and toothbrush are not available at
Minshuku.) Dinner at the Minshuku.

Day 5: Shirakawago - Kanazawa
Transfer to Kanazawa by local bus with your guide. Sightseeing in Kanazawa
using public transport.
Kenroku-en / Shima House / Nomura Samurai House / Kaga Yuzen Traditional
Industry Center

Day 6: Kanazawa - Kyoto
Transfer to Kyoto by express train by yourself. Upon arrival at Kyoto Station,
you will be me by an English speaking assistant. Transfer to your hotel with the
assistant.

ITINERARY
Day 7: Kyoto
Guided sightseeing in Kyoto using public transport. You can select your own
itinerary, see suggested routes on the list below.
Route 1 "Kyoto - Main"
Golden Pavillion - Ryoanji Temple - Kiyomizu Temple - Gion Area
Route 2 "Sagano -Arashiyama"
Togetsukyo - Tenryuji Temple - Jojakko-ji Temple - Arashiyama Area
Route 3 "Uji - Fushimi"
Byodoin Temple - Tea Ceremony - Fushimi Inari Shrine - Sake Warehouse
* Additional options are available, please inquiry us.

Day 8: Kyoto - Osaka
Transfer to Kansai International Airport by airport shuttle van. Pick up time
is about 4 hours prior to the flight.
Exact time of pick up will be notified to you on Day 7.

End of this tour.

About Japan Holidays
Our team of travel specialists have expert knowledge on the country
which is unsurpassed by many travel companies. They hold a strong
bond with Japan having either lived there or visited many times.
Having specialists proficient in the language will make you feel
confident in the having your travel plans managed thoroughly. Japan
Holidays is supported by an office in Japan staffed with local
experts who are available to assist you in case of need whilst
touring the country.

Contact us
Call: + 61 2 6674 4185
Email: info@japanholidays.com.au
Website: http://japanholidays.com.au
Address: P.O. Box 1175, Kingscliff NSW 2487 Australia

